
Sword-IXLR Interconnect - The High End  
The cable works as a perfect signal carrier without the side effects of the traditionally designed cables, which 
display severe problems with frequency responce and phase shifting. Sword maintain the signal integrity with 
almost immeasurable deformation due to our freedom and ability to master the electro-physical layout, instead 
of compensating with mystery boxes and batteries. It is hard to beat the Sword series, regardless of price. What 
does it sound like? The best description is nothing - Supra Sword does not sound at all. Supra Sword passes the 
complex music signal of an infinite number of sine waves and an infinite number of levels without causing any 
deformations between the source output to the receiver input. No part of the music suffer delay (phase shift), 
why the timing of each tone are exactly the same before and after. If every other hifi device in the system is ca-
pable of equally correct timing and preservation of the recordings’ sound, the speaker setup and listening room 
acoustics is optimal, the result is such alive you can truly imagine being in the studio among the musicians. The 
Sword’s lack of electrical properties ensures complete transparency. It is sometimes harder to distinguish a trans-
parent cable from a cable with an apparent ”sound lift” that emphasize certain notes.

CONSTRUCTION
Kabel:    Sword-I 
Conductors (x2) 2x6x0.40 (Enameled) spun around PE/PP-filler
Area:    2x1.5mm2 / AWG 15 
Isolation:  PP/PE mix, D=3mm
Parts:   Twisted
Screen:   Common Alu/Pet foli, 100% 
Jacket:    PVC GA74 Crystal, round, D=8mm
Colour:  Transparent Iceblue
Connectors:  Swift XLR, 3-pin balanced connection
- Type:   Stereo, 2 XLR Female > 2 XLR Male
- Material:  Pins 24K gold plated OFC, Right = red, left = black
- Wire connection: Soldering. Solder tin Almit 34 Super
- Jack connection: Quick lock
Signal direction: Female > Source > to > Male > Receiver 
Packning:   Wooden box 22x22x4 cm

Special length are made upon order.

SUPRA SWORD-IXLR AUDIO
High-End Interconnct with Gold plated XLR plugs
Gauge: 1.5mm2  / AWG 15
Rev.date: 2022-08-30
Customs tariff no: 8544429010
Country or origin: Sweden

• Transparant - No signal deformation
• Great frequency responce and no phase shifting.
• Bifilar wound Litz conductors
• Heavy-duty XLR plugs, 24K Gold plated pins

PRODUCT   Qty Part.no  EAN-13  Carton  Weight
SWORD-IXLR AUDIO 0.8M 1PAIR 1001905346 7330060201486 1  0,75
SWORD-IXLR AUDIO 1M 1PAIR 1001905387 7330060201448 1  0,78
SWORD-IXLR AUDIO 1.5M 1PAIR 1001909140 7330060208447 1  0,95
SWORD-IXLR AUDIO 2M 1PAIR 1001909173 7330060208478 1  0,95
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http://www.jenving.se/pdf/datasheet_se/sword-i-audio-datasheet-se.pdf
http://www.jenving.se/pdf/datasheet_se/swift-xlr-plug-datasheet-se.pdf

